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Raise your Game is an agency which organises customised

Tennis tours to France for players of all levels who want to

develop their match experience and be part of a unique and

wonderful experience. 

Players will have the opportunity this summer to play two

tournaments per week on the stunning French coast of

Normandy to play a high volume of good quality matches. 

We have chosen France as a destination as it has the best

ranking and tournament system in the world which caters

for players of all levels. 

France attracts players from all around the world which

creates a perfect multicultural environment. There will also

be a number of American university students in their off

season coming to play so if you have plans to gain a

scholarship to America then these tournaments are the

perfect platform to showcase your talent. 
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2 hours away from Paris

Coast of the English Channel

Closest City Nearby: Caen

Within 20 minutes drive to Caen

Within 15 minutes drive to local beaches

Shared Rooms / bathrooms

Single Beds

WHEN :

From the 8th of July to the 29th of July 2023

2 tournaments per week (Potentially 3 if schedule allows)

WHERE :

Normandy (North West of France)

HOUSING : 
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Match results will count towards the UTR Ranking.

French ranking assessment is crucial as it will determine at which

stage of the tournament, a player will enter the draw.

The Unique format of a staggered entry by playing level means

that everybody starts the tournament against an opponent of

the same ranking and the matches will get progressively harder

as you advance through the draw. This reduces the risk of a

mismatch of levels and allows a player to track their progress.

Hopefully by the end of your time with us you will be making it

further through the draw. 
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TOURNAMENTS LIST *
Langrune sur Mer - Hard - Junior

Courseulles sur Mer - Hard / Clay - Junior

Mondeville - Hard - Adults

Saint Aubin sur Mer - Red Clay - Junior

Ouistreham - Red Clay - Adults

Merville Franceville - Hard  / Clay - Adults

Caen - Hard - Junior

Langrune sur Mer - Hard / Clay - Adults 

Luc sur Mer - Red Clay - Junior

Lion sur Mer - Red Clay  - Junior

Caen - Hard - Adults

There is a high level of competition from the age of 8 through to

adults. There is the opportunity for juniors to play in the open adult

events which will be a choice by the player and coach.

The real variety in the type of players in those draw and the mix of

court surface are the best way to gain experience and improve. 

*From that list, we will select two tournaments per week.



All pricing shown in AED

Quote is valid for 15 days 

8 players maximum

Non refundable deposit required to secure your spot in

the accommodation and in the tournaments draw.

Deposit Amount: 40% of total cost.

Confirmation required by 5th of May 2023.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1 week: AED 6,200

2 weeks: AED 9,900

3 weeks: AED 12,800
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Registration fee 

2 tournaments entry per week

Communication for match scheduling

French Tennis License (compulsory to compete)

Coaching / Support during your competition.

Assessment in Dubai to evaluate your French ranking.

Accommodation (single bed in a shared room)

Daily access to practice courts at a local club.

Transport to and from tournaments in a SUV car driven

by the organiser and Rackets Academy coach.

Transfer to and from Paris Airport.

3 meals a day* :

Laundry Service

WHAT DOES THE PRICE INCLUDE 

Breakfast / Dinner at the accommodation.

Lunch Pack will be provided when travelling to tournaments.

*Special dietary requirements to be discussed separately.
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Activities outside of the tournaments if spare time allows

Snacks / food outside of breakfast / lunch and dinner.

Restring fees (We will take care of taking the rackets to

the shop for restring but cost of restring to be covered by

the player)

International medical Insurance (to be obtained prior to

departure and sent to the organisers)  

Flights

Hotel stay outside of the travel dates.

Trip organisation for parents who wish to accompany

(Possible for us to plan at an extra cost)

WHAT DOES THE PRICE NOT INCLUDE 



Unique and wonderful experience

A team fluent in French, a great knowledge of the region

and of the french tournament system.

Tours organised successfully in the past for players

from: France, England, Mexico, Australia.

Accommodation reserved exclusively for your group. 

Based in Dubai, we can organise face to face meetings

prior to departure.

Tailored trip, handled with extreme care and flexibility to

adapt if needed.

Good relationship with all local tournament organisers to

facilitate the match scheduling if needed.

Great knowledge of the region, we would also be happy

to organise accomodation and activites for the parents

who wish to accompany their children.

WHY CHOOSE US
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Born in Caen, Normandy and started tennis

competitively at the age of 8 years old, I have grown up

playing all those local tournaments in Normandy.

Studied in America on a tennis Scholarship in a NCAA

Division 2 College.

Lived as a Tennis coach in Australia (2 years)  UK, (2

years) I organised summer tennis tour for Australian and

UK players.

I have worked for the French Tennis Federation during

Roland Garros for two years in a row.

Operations Director for the past 7 years at Hawk-Eye

Innovations, (Travelled to all the major tennis

tournaments around the world with Hawk-Eye)

Live in Dubai.

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT MYSELF

Segolene Stephenson



THAN K YOU

CONTACT

Segolene Stephenson

+971-54-996-1637

segolene@raiseyourgameagency.com /          belle@racketsacademy.ae



APPENDIX
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Lower Ranked players entering the draw earlier

(on the left)

Better Ranked players entering the draw later on

Seeded players highlighted in blue

FRENCH TOURNAMENT DRAW
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Lion sur Mer

Merville Franceville Ouistreham

Caen
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Coastline

Caen Countryside

Honfleur


